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ABSTRACT 
Let f be a continuous scalar function that permutes a finite subset of the real 
line. St&Fin introduced an associated digraph to study these functions. For a 
cyclic permutation [so the finite subset is a periodic solution to the zi+l = f(zi)], 
we show that the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial of this digraph are 
odd. This is generalized to give the parity of the coefficients of the characteristic 
polynomial of the associated digraph of any permutation. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Let f be a continuous scalar function where the iteration xi+1 = f (xi) 
has a periodic solution. StrafFm [6] introduced digraphs to study these 
iterations (see Figure 1). These digraphs have been used to give simpler 
proofs of garkovskii’s theorem, and their spectral radius gives a lower bound 
for the “topological entropy” of f (see Block and Coppel [l]). 
A pemutation T on n elements is a bijection from {1,2,. . . , n} to itself 
where ri = j means 7r maps i to j. If xi+1 = f (xi) has a periodic solu- 
tion, we may think of f as a permutation r of y1 < y2 < ... < y,, with 
f (yi) = yTi . Cycle notation displays a permutation as a set of orbits where 
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FIG. 1. A continuous function and its Stral?in digraph. Here zi+l = f(zi) has a 
period 5 solution with 21 < 24 < x5 < 23 < 22. Then [~5,~3] U [23,22] C ~([zI,z~]), 
[9a,r4]U[24,251 c f([Z4,r51), [m,241 c f([ 15, z3]), and [%4,251 u [25,131 2 f&3,~21). 
The digraph shows these relations. 
(iliz.. . ik) means nil = i2, niz = is,. . . , rzk_-l = ik, and nik = il. Thus, 
the periodic solution in Figure 1 can be represented by (15423). A cyclic 
permutation has only one orbit. Notice if f permutes a set with a noncyclic 
permutation, then zi+i = f(z:i) has several periodic solutions. 
The Stra& digraph of a permutation rr has n - 1 nodes with an arc 
from node i to node j if and only if ni 5 j < ri+i or xi+1 5 j < ri. Let the 
adjacency mat% of the digraph A[r] be an (n - 1) x (n - 1) matrix with 
A[r]ij = 1 if there is an arc from node i to node j, 0 otherwise. 
Byers [3] finds the characteristic polynomial of Straffin digraph for several 
infinite families of permutations. 
Table 1 gives the adjacency matrix and characteristic polynomial of 
all cyclic permutations on 2, 3, and 4 elements. Three observations can 
be made: (a) the constant term is always 1 or -1; (b) the entries of the 
inverse of the adjacency matrix are only -1, 0, and 1; (c) the coefficients 
are all odd. This note verifies these observations. 
1. THE SIGNED ADJACENCY MATRIX 
For a permutation r on n > 1 elements, let D[r] be an (n - 1) x (n - 1) 
diagonal matrix with 
D[n]ii = 
1 if 7ri < 7ri+i, 
-1 if 7r.i > xi+i. 
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TABLE 1. 
Cyclic Straflin Adjacency Inverse of matrix Characteristic 
permutation digraph matrix polynomial 
(12) 
(123) 
(132) 
(1234) 
(1243) 
(1324) 
(1342) 
(1423) 
(1432) 
N 
0 1 
[ 1 1 1 
1 1 
[ 1 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 1 
1 1 1 
0 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 0 
0 0 1 
0 1 1 
1 0 0 
1 1 0 
1 1 1 
0 1 1 
0 0 1 
1 1 0 
1 0 0 
1 1 1 
1 0 0 
0 1 0 
kl 
-1 1 
[ 1 1 0 
0 1 
[ I 1 -1 
i 
-1 -1 1 
1 0 0 
0 1 0 
-1 1 ( 
1 -1 : 
0 1 -: 
0 0 1 
[ I 
-1 1 0 
1 0 0 
0 1 -1 
-1 1 
-1 1 ( 
I1 1 00 1 0 1 -1 1 1 0 01 
[ 0 1 -1 0 1 -1 0 1 
x-l 
x2-z-l 
x2--2-1 
x3-x2-x-l 
13 - x2 - 3x - 1 
X3 -x2-x+1 
x3 - 3x2 + x + 1 
x3-x2-x+1 
x3-x2-x-l 
Let the signed adjacency matrix of T be B[x] = D[r]A[r]. For example, 
the signed adjacency matrix for K = (15423) is 
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The signed adjacency matrix can be thought of as the adjacency matrix of 
a signed digraph with positive (negative) arcs indicating the permutation 
is increasing (decreasing). 
The workhorse of this note is Lemma 1. It relates a signed adjacency 
matrix to its corresponding permutation matrix. For a permutation x on 
n elements, let P[,] be the n x n matrix with elements 
P[,]ij = 
1 if j=7ri, 
0 otherwise. 
Let vj be a vector of length n - 1 with O’s in the first j - 1 positions and 
l’s in the other positions. Let T be the n x n matrix with l’s on and 
above the diagonal and O’s below the diagonal. Then T-’ has l’s on the 
diagonal, -1’s on the superdiagonal, and O’s elsewhere. These definitions 
give the following. 
LEMMA 1. Let r be a permutation on n > 1 elements. Then 
T-‘P[T]T = fi”’ ’ . 
[ 1 rn 1 
Proof Let Ti be the ith row of T. Premultiplying by P[vr] permutes 
these rows so the ith row of P[r]T is TTi. Then the ith row of T-lP[r]T 
is T,; - T,;,, if i < n and T,,, if i = n. Comparing with the definitions 
gives the result. ??
For x = (15423), Lemma 1 gives 
l-l 0 0 0 
0 1-l 0 0 
T-‘P[n]T = 0 0 1 -1 0 
0 0 0 1 -1 
0 0 0 0 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
0 1 1 1 1 
0 0 0 1 1 
0 0 0 0 1 
1 0  1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0,  1
I 
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Theorem 1 shows that the product of two signed adjacency matrices is 
the signed adjacency matrix of the composition of the permutations. If 4 
and K are two permutations on n elements, then 4~ is the permutation on 
n elements (the composition of 4 and 7r) with (@r)i = &, . For example, if 
x = (15423) and 4 = (134)(25), then &T = (1245)(3) and hence 
0 1 1 
0 0 -1 
-1 -1 0 
0 0 0 1 =I -1 0 -1 o-1 0 1 -1 1 -1 0 1I = B[&T]. 
THEOREM 1. Let r and q5 be permutations on n > 1 elements. Then 
BWW = BM4. 
Proof It is well known that P[7r]P[4] = P[&r]. Lemma 1 then gives 
the following: 
B[bd 0 
[ 1 %n,, l = T-‘p[&]T = T-1P[+‘[q5]T = T-lP[r]TT-lP[c$]T 
The equality of the upper left submatrices give the result. ??
Coppel [4] showed that A[r]A[$] E A[@](mod 2). This also follows 
from Theorem 1, because A[r] E B[r] (mod 2). 
We can now explicitly find the inverse and determinant of A[r] and 
B[r]. Let e = (l)(2). . (n) be the identity permutation. Let 7r-l be the 
inverse permutation of r with ril = j if and only if nj = i. Then nrel = 
rP17r = e. An elementary permutation has one orbit of length 2 and n - 2 
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orbits of length 1. A permutation is ewen (or odd) if it is the composition 
of an even (or odd) number of elementary permutations. It is well known 
that a permutation is either even or odd but not both. 
THEOREM 2. Let IT be a permutation on n > 1 elements. Then: 
(a) B[7r]-l = B[Kl]. 
(b) det B[r] = 1 $ K is even, and det B[r] = -1 if K is odd. 
(c) A[+l = D[+]A[+]D[n]. 
Proof (a): Since B[r]B[7r-l] = B[x-‘x] = B[e] = I, the result fol- 
lows. 
(b): It is well known that det P[T] = 1 if 7r is even and det P[n] = -1 
if n is odd. Then 
det B[r] = det %I 0 
[ 1 cn 1 = det(T_lP[7r]T) = det P[r]. 
(c): From (a), 
B[r]B[+] = I ==+ D[T]A[T]D[T-~]A[TT-‘] = I 
+ A[+’ = D[T-~]A[&]D[T]-~ 
D[~-l]A[~-‘]D[~]. 
Coppel [4] showed that A[T] is invertible. Theorem 2 strengthens this re- 
sult by giving an explicit form for A[TT]-I. For example, if 7r = (15423), then 
A[(15423)]-1 = D[(15423)-1]A[(15423)-1]D[(15423)] 
= D[(13245)]A[(13245)]0[(15423)] 
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Corollary 1 below follows immediately from parts (b) and (c) of Theo- 
rem 1. 
COROLLARY 1. Let n be a permutation on n > 1 elements. Then the 
entries ofA[7r]-’ are either -1, 0, or 1. 
Corollary 1 also follows from the theory of totally unimodular matrices 
(see Brualdi and Ryser [2, pp. 31-351). A n integer matrix is totally uni- 
modular if the determinant of every square submatrix is -1, 0, or 1. It is 
easy to show that A[ n 1s a network matrix on the n node oriented path. ] . 
Since any network matrix is totally unimodular and Coppel’s result shows 
that det A[r] # 0, we have that detA[r] # 0. Computing A[r]-’ with 
adjoints then shows that all entries of A[7r-’ are -1, 0, or 1. However, 
this does not give an explicit form for A[n]-l. The author wishes to thank 
Shader and Bridges [5] for this argument. 
2. THE CHARACTERISTIC POLYNOMIAL 
Here we prove that the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial of 
cyclic permutations are odd. We actually prove a strong result about the 
parity of the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial of any permuta- 
tion. Again the signed adjacency matrix plays a crucial role. 
THEOREM 3. Let x be a permutation with cycles of length pl,p2,. . ., 
pk. Then 
det(z1- B[n]) = 
(XPl - l)(xPZ - 1). . . (XPk - 1) 
x-l 
Proof. It is well known that if a permutation 7r has cycles of length 
Pl,PZ, . ” 7 Pk, then det(x1- P[x]) = (xP1 - l)(xP* - 1). .. (xPb - 1). Since 
P[7r] is similar to 
we have 
= det 
x1 - B[QT] 0 
-c7# x-l 1 = (x - 1) det(xl - B[~F]). 
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Dividing through by IC - 1 gives the result. W 
Theorem 3 can be simplified for cyclic permutations. This verifies that 
the characteristic polynomial of a cyclic permutation has odd coefficients. 
COROLLARY 2. Let n be a cyclic permutation on n > 1 elements. Then 
det(zI - B[n]) = xnml + z?-’ + . + z + 1. 
COROLLARY 3. Let r be a cyclic permutation on n > 1 elements. Then 
the coeficients ofdet(x1 - A[r]) are all odd. 
Proof. Let det(zI - A[x]) = 9-l + alxnP2 + a2Pm3 + . .. f 1. 
Since A(n] E B[r] (mod 2) and the coefficients of a characteristic poly- 
nomial are the sums and products of matrix elements, for all k we 
have ak G l(mod2). W 
Theorem 3 can be used to easily find the parity of the coefficients of 
the characteristic polynomial of any permutation. For example, let x = 
(14623)(598)(07). Then 
det(z1- B[n]) = 
(x5 - 1)(x3 - 1)(x2 - 1) 
x-l 
= x9 + x8 - x6 - x5 - x4 - x3 + x + 1 
So the coefficients of x2 and x7 in det(x1 - A[T]) are even, while the re- 
maining coefficients are odd. Theorem 4 summarizes these arguments. 
THEOREM 4. Let K be a permutation with cycles of length pl, ~2, . . . , pk. 
Then the coeficient of xj in det(xI - A[x]) is odd if and only if the number 
ofsubsetsS of{1,2,... , k} for which Ci E s pi 5 j is odd. 
Can two permutations have the same characteristic polynomial? Yes. 
For a permutation n on n element, let 7rR (the reverse of 7r) be the per- 
mutation with rR(i) = n + 1 - 7r(n + 1 - i). It is easy to show that 
A[nR] = WA[r]W, h w ere W is the matrix with ones on the cross diagonal 
and zeros elsewhere. Since W-’ = W, we then have 
det (x1 - A[n]) = det (xl - A[@]). 
Can permutations which are not reverses of each other have the same char- 
acteristic polynomial? Yes. The smallest examples occur for permutations 
on 5 nodes: 
det(zI - A[(12345)]) = det(sI - A[(14235)]) = x4 - x3 - x2 - z - 1. 
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